UF-AALR CONFERENCE ABSTRACT GUIDELINES

All abstracts will be published in the proceeding/abstract book with DOI. Therefore, it is directed to all presenters/contributors that they should ensure high quality in the abstract and follow the guidelines.

Abstract Maximum Word Count: 300 words

**Title:** Should be descriptive, informative, concise, and at most 15 words. It should reflect the study's main objectives, avoid abbreviations in the title or misguided information.

**Author Information:**
Author Full name, Department information, university full name, city, country or postal code and email ID-
[Avoid phone or Mobile Number in the Abstract]
If co-authors – All co-authors information is required to be mentioned.

**Structure:**
- **Introduction:** Briefly state the purpose of your study or background information
- **Objectives/ Research question(s)**
- **Methods:** Describe the methods you used to collect and analyze the data.
- **Results:** Summarize your main findings, including any statistical results or tables.
- **Conclusion:** Discuss the implications of your findings and suggest directions for future research.
- **Novelty Statement:** Add novelty of your research Paper

**Keywords:** Minimum Five (5) meaningful keywords should add
Author Biography: All authors must submit a brief but clear author biography along with passport-size pictures.

Author: Name, Affiliation, Year of Education/qualification, current job position, research interest, publications,

Writing Style:

- Use clear and concise language.
- Avoid jargon and technical terms that readers may not understand.
- Write in the active voice whenever possible.
- Proofread your abstract carefully,
- Time New Roman, Size 12, with 1.50 spacing
- Do not use citations or references in the abstract

Submit your abstract at submission@unifrontierspublisher.com

If you have any questions or require further information, please do not hesitate to contact us at contact@unifrontierspublisher.com

Sincerely,

UF-AALR Conference Chair